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Marrawah is indisputably Tasmania’s (and quite possibly Australia’s?) premier wavesailing venue. 
It offers a wide range of conditions from mellow beginners conditions to full on hard core, experts only. There 
is a variety of breaks at different angles all within a close radius of one another, so there is always a break at 
the perfect angle to the wind.  
 
The best known breaks include: 
 

Green Point Beach This is best sailed in a SW to SSW but can be sailed in a W or NE. The SW offers 
perfect cross shore conditions on port tack for both jumping and wave riding. The SSW offers glorious, long, 
down the line wave riding on silky smooth faces in cross off wind. The W gives wicked jumping and back side 
wave riding and the NE gives starboard cross shore conditions if there is swell. All port tack wind directions 
bring swell! Grassy rigging area, shelter shed and outside shower are added attractions. 
 

Nettley Bay: (5 minutes from Marrawah) More exposed to the Southerly swell so it’s generally bigger than 
Green Point. It is best sailed in a southerly (cross shore, port tack), but can also be sailed in a north or north 
easterly (cross to cross off, starboard tack). 
 

The Bluff:(25 minutes drive south of Marrawah) This is at a similar angle to Nettley Bay and can be sailed 
under similar conditions. 
 

Bluff Reef can be sailed in a southerly and is frequently mast high or more. 
 

Lighthouse: (10 mins from Marrawah) Experts only! Lighthouse is the most exposed to the southerly swell 
and is usually big and heavy. It can be sailed in a North Westerly when all other breaks are on shore. 
 

Sundown Point and Arthur Beach: These beaches offer the best conditions on the rare occasion when the 
swell is too small at the more Northern breaks! Both breaks are cross to cross off, port tack, in South to 
South-easterly winds. 
 

Temma Harbor: Tasmania’s very own “Jaws”! See Tappo about this one! The conditions for this gem are 
Northerly wind combined with a 5 to 8m swell! 
 
Accommodation 
Camping Ground: Basic camping facilities include toilet block, barbecues, picnic tables, outside shower and 
a new, spacious shelter shed. Camping is fairly exposed here so bring a good weather proof tent. 
 

Ann Bay Cabins: Quality bed and breakfast accommodation at a superb location. Luxurious spa, 
magnificent views of Mt Cameron and Green Point Beach, plus extensive use of local timbers and 
craftsmanship combine to make this accommodation a unique experience.  
Sleeps 4, $99/double / night plus $10 /extra child and $15/ extra adult, including breakfast. 
Contact Marty Viney Ph (03)6457 1361 
 

Rest-A-While Holidays: Comfortable, spacious bed and breakfast accommodation.  
3 bedroom, sleeps 6 to 8. $35/person or $65 /double/ night including continental breakfast.  
Contact Lil Buckby Ph (03) 6457 1106 
 

Glendonald Cottage: Comfortable, spacious accommodation. 
3 bedroom, sleeps 5. $70/ double / night plus $15 extra / person /night.  
Wild Life Tours and Tassie Devil Viewing on application.  
Contact Geoff King Ph /fax (03) 6457 1191 
 

Woolnorth : A range of accommodation from Shearers Quarters to the upmarket Directors Lodge.  
Contact Stephanie Else Ph (03) 6452 1493 
 


